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ABSTRACT
This study proposes a method and an experimental validation to analyze dynamics response of the drivers with respect to the type of the control used in the hexapod driving simulator. In this article, two different forms of motion platform tracking control have been performed:
- Classical motion cueing algorithm
- LQR motion cueing algorithm
For each situation, the EMG (electromyography) data have been registered from arm muscles of the drivers (flexor carpi radialis, brachioradialis). In addition, the acceleration based illness ratings (IR) have been computed. In order to process the data of the EMG and IR, the linear regression with a significance level of 0.05 has been assigned. Three cases have been evaluated:
1) Time exposure neuromuscular dynamics and vestibular–vehicle level conflict illness ratings
2) Time exposure neuromuscular dynamics and vestibular level sensed illness ratings
3) Impulse dynamics effect between the neuromuscular (EMG) and the vestibular dynamics (IR)
The results have showed that:
\begin{itemize}
  \item [a)] \textbf{The vibration exposure condition}: When the total RMS acceleration frequency weighted average IR increases, the EMG average total power increases too by driving the classical motion cueing algorithm. However, in contrast to this, the EMG average RMS total power decreases while the IR increases during the LQR motion cueing algorithm.
  \item [b)] \textbf{Impulse effect condition}: As the IR augments; the EMG average RMS total power also increases for the optimal motion cueing algorithm but it decreases for the classical algorithm.
\end{itemize}
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-sensory fusion (visual, auditory, haptic, inertial, vestibular, neuromuscular) [Angelaki, 2009] plays important roles to represent a proper sensation (objectively) and so a perception (subjectively as cognition) in driving simulators. For a same scenario, the driver has to react in the same way as in reality in terms of ‘self motion’. To enable this behavior, the driving simulator must enhance the virtual immersion of the subject in the driving situation. The subject has to perceive the motion of his own body in the virtual scene of the virtual car as he will have in a real car. For that reason, restituting the inertial cues on driving simulators is essential to acquire a more proper functioning [Kolanski, 1995]. Simulation sickness has been one of the main research topics for the driving simulators. It was assessed between dynamic and static simulators [Curry, 2002, Watson, 2000]. However, there has been a very few publications of vehicle-vestibular cue conflict based illness rating approach and its correlation with the neuromuscular dynamics for that kind of research. In order to reduce the simulator sickness, the difference between the accelerations through the visual and the vestibular cues have to be
minimized (cost function minimization via linear quadratic regulator which is a certain type of optimal control, in this paper). Because of that fact, this paper addresses the simulator motion sickness as a correlated function of this deviation for the both cues with the EMG RMS total power analysis results for the subjects who have joined in those experiments. Due to the restricted workspace, it is not possible to represent the vehicle dynamics continuously with scale 1 to 1 on the motion platform [Moog FCS, 2006]. Nevertheless, the most desired aim is to minimize the deviation of the sensed accelerations between the represented dynamics as realistic as possible depending on the driving task. This research work has been performed under the dynamic operations of the SAAM driving simulator as with a classical and a LQR controlled tracking of the hexapod platform of the SAAM dynamic driving simulator. It is obvious that inertial restitution addresses a significant role to maintain a developed fidelity of the driver behaviors on driving simulators. The dynamic simulators are being used since the mid 1960s (Stewart platform) [Stewart, 1965-1966] firstly for the flight simulators, then the use has spread to the automotive applications. The utilization scope diversifies from driver training to research purposes such as; vehicle dynamics control, advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS), motion and simulator sickness, etc. The dynamic driving simulator SAAM (Simulateur Automobile Arts et Métiers) involves a 6 DOF (degree of freedom) motion system. It acts around a RENAULT Twingo 2 cabin with the original control instruments (gas, brake pedals, steering wheel). The visual system is realized by an approximate 150° cylindrical view. Within the cabin, the multi-level measuring techniques (XSens motion tracker, and Biopac EMG (electromyography) device) [AcqKnowledge® 4, 2011] are available, which have been already used with numerous attempts such as sinus steer test, NATO chicane, etc. The visual accelerations of translations (longitudinal X, lateral Y and vertical Z axes) as well as the visual accelerations of roll and pitch, which correspond to the vehicle dynamics, were taken into account for the control. Then the platform positions, velocities and accelerations were controlled and fed back to minimize the conflict between the vehicle and the platform levels. The research question about this paper explains a comparative study between an open and a closed loop controlled platform in order to determine the relationship between the spent power by the muscles and the IR to maintain the vehicle pursuing a country road scenario. For the evaluation and the validation procedure [Kim,2010, Watson, 2000, Reymond, 2001, Kemeny, 2003, Chen, 2007, Pick, 2004, AcqKnowledge® 4, 2011], the scenario driven on the simulator SAAM with a classical motion cueing and a constrained LQR controlled motion cueing to describe the impact of the feedback control. Some results from a case study are illustrated in the scope of this research with real time controls of the platform at a longitudinal velocity of 60 km/h. The results of this study are discussed also statistically to obtain the distribution of the dynamics behavior for a group of the participants.

2 METHODS

**Cabin (vehicle) level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle dynamics model</th>
<th>Filtering</th>
<th>To position/angles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ax, ay, ax) : translational accelerations</td>
<td>High-pass filter</td>
<td>Double integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle dynamics model</td>
<td>Low-pass filter</td>
<td>Tilt coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(θ, φ) : rotational accelerations</td>
<td>High-pass filter</td>
<td>Double integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hexapod Platform level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(X, Y, Z) : translational positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(θ, φ) : rotational positions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translational velocities (Vx, Vy)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotational velocities (θ, φ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

LQ gain

| K |

Figure 1. Classical and LQR motion cueing algorithms sketches
The proposed classical motion cueing algorithm’s sketch is indicated with continuous lines and arrows where the linear quadratic optimal controlled motion cueing algorithm’s sketch has been drawn with discrete lines and arrows (Figure1).

Table 1. Motion cueing algorithm parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hexapod platform (6 DOF)</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Classical motion cueing parameters</th>
<th>Longitudinal (gain=1)</th>
<th>Lateral (gain=1)</th>
<th>Roll (gain=0.25)</th>
<th>Pitch (gain=0.25)</th>
<th>Yaw (gain=1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP2_mp</td>
<td>6DOF 2nd order LP cut-off frequency</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6DOF 2nd order LP damping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP1_mp</td>
<td>6DOF 1st order LP time constant</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6DOF 2nd order HP cut-off frequency</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HP2_mp</td>
<td>6DOF 2nd order HP damping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6DOF 1st order HP time constant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed constrained LQR here uses the same filters, gains (Figure 1 and Table 1) like used in the classical algorithm to compare the effects of the optimal state feedback control of LQR. Linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR) is a modern control engineering technique based on state-space theory for developing optimal dynamic control. LQR design requires a state-space model of the plant. It can focus on the continuous-time case and also on discrete-time LQR design. The discrete time constrained LQR has been referred in this paper. The objective is to regulate the output minimized (platform-vehicle levels’ sensed acceleration difference minimization). The plant (dynamic driving simulator) is subject to disturbances and is driven by controls. The LQ regulator consists of an optimal state-feedback gain and a Kalman state estimator. In LQR control, the regulation performance is measured by a quadratic performance criterion. The weighting matrices Q and R are specified via discrete LQR method and define the tradeoff between regulation performance (cost minimization) and control effort (MATLAB Control System’s Toolbox User’s Guide, 1999, Scokaert, 1998, Ioannou, 1995).

The design step searches a state-feedback law that minimizes the cost function via applying this logic. The minimizing gain matrix is obtained by solving an algebraic Riccati equation. This gain is called the linear quadratic optimal gain. Figure 2 illustrates the research method used in this article.

![Flowchart](image-url)

**Figure 2. Research method**
“K” LQ-gain has been determined by the MATLAB version 7.6.0 ‘dlqr’ code. Then the optimal state feedback motion control algorithm has been integrated with the dynamic driving simulator SAAM with a ‘dll plugin’ which we have been created with Microsoft Visual 2008 C++ used in SCANeR studio version 1.1.

Ten healthy participants have attended in the experiments of those three females and seven males with a mean age of 27 ± 4.78 years old and a driving licence holding with a mean experience of 5 ± 4.24 years. Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the country road that we have used in this paper.

![Figure 3. Tested trajectory of a country road](image)

Multi-level data acquisition is performed at three levels as follows:

- **Vehicle level data acquisition (through SCANeR studio software):** Such as the dynamical data of the vehicle model that corresponds to the online simulated vehicle on the simulator in real-time. The used vehicle model is the passenger car defined in the software.

- **Vestibular level data acquisition (through sensor):** Such as the roll, pitch, yaw angles and rates as well as the accelerations in X, Y and Z. The data are calibrated due to three dimensional quaternion orientation. The sampling rate for the data registration during the sensor measurements is 20 Hz. For the calibrated data acquisition, the alignment reset has been chosen which simply combines the object and the heading resets at a single instant in time. This has the advantage that all co-ordinate systems can be aligned with a single action.

- **Electromyography (via Biopac System):** (EMG) is an evaluation method of the electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles. EMG is performed using an instrument called an electromyograph, to realize a record called an electromyogram. An electromyograph detects the electrical potential generated by muscle cells [Mesh electromyography, 2011] when these cells are electrically or neurologically activated. The signals can be analyzed to detect and identify medical abnormalities, muscle activation level, and recruitment order or to analyze the biomechanics of human or animal movements [Mesh electromyography, 2011].

By using the Biopac systems, several frequency and time domain techniques may be used for data reduction of EMG signals [AcqKnowledge®, 4, 2011]. For this study, it has been chosen to be concerned to the EMG RMS (root mean square: which is a product of longitudinal, lateral and vertical dynamics related dissipated power) power analysis ($V^2/Hz$ in unit) in time domain, in order to investigate their associations with the acceleration based IR RMS ($m/s^{1.5}$ in unit, which is a product of longitudinal, lateral and vertical acceleration related conflict in dynamics, Eq (1)).

For the calibration of the electromyography, a gain of 1000 has been used. And the Figure 4a and 4c depict the calibration of the analog channels because during the experiments, the electrical activities of the muscles have been registered via two analog channels.
Electrodes in black circle are connected to flexor carpi radialis muscle where the electrodes in red circle are connected to brachioradialis muscles. We have measured and saved the electrical activity changes on the brachioradialis and flexor carpi radialis muscles. In this paper, we have explained the results which have been taken from the muscle ‘flexor carpi radialis’ (Figures 4b, 4c).

### 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to ISO 2631-1, RMS acceleration values in each axis are defined to more closely reflect the health hazard exposed in the human body. Coefficients are described by ISO 2631-1 on the basis of the frequency and the direction of vibration being exposed to the body. Coefficients of $\omega_c = 0.426$ (cephalocaudal axis) and $\omega_d = 0.067$ (anteroposterior and mediolateral axes) have been used to obtain frequency weighted RMS acceleration in each axe (Eq. (1)). For the evaluation of the health effects $k_c=1.4$, $k_y=1.4$, $k_z=1$ are chosen. We have calculated the IR RMS at both “vehicle” and “vestibular” levels of that we substitute to the “$a_x$, $a_y$, and $a_z$” for vehicle and vestibular levels respectively (Abercromby, 2007, Griffin, 2004, Benson, 1988, ISO 2631-1, 1997).

$$RMS \ IR_{total} = \sqrt{(k_x \cdot \omega_c \cdot a_x)^2 + (k_y \cdot \omega_d \cdot a_y)^2 + (k_z \cdot \omega_d \cdot a_z)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Figures 5, 6 and 7 explain the impulse dynamics and the total vibration exposition effects in terms of EMG RMS power ($V^2/Hz$) and IR RMS ($m/s^{1.5}$) relationships. In order to assess the relationships, we have used XLSTAT 2012.
C refers to the classical motion cueing algorithm while the O refers to the optimal LQR motion cueing algorithm (Figures 5, 6 and 7).

Figures 5 and 6 are giving the relationships (from the slope of the curves) for the both algorithms of the total scenario, which have lasted approximately 120-145 s differing in the subjects, between the time averaged EMG total power (\(EMG \text{ mean } tP\)) and the time averaged IRs (\(vest \text{ IR}_\text{mean}: \) time averaged vestibular sensed illness rating, \((vest/veh) \text{ IR}_\text{mean}: \) time averaged vestibular to vehicle level illness rating ratio) as only at ‘vestibular level’ and as ‘a ratio of vestibular to vehicle levels’ indicating the “conflict”. According to those, it has been proved that by driving the same country road, the power dissipated by the arm muscles fell down (for the LQR optimal motion cueing algorithm compared to classical motion cueing algorithm) by 25.8% and 21.3 % in accordance with considering ‘the vestibular level’ and the ‘vestibular-vehicle levels ratio’ respectively for the total time exposure of the scenario for the participants. These results show that; for the classical motion cueing algorithm, during the whole driving phase, the time averaged total power dissipation of the arm muscles are increasing with the increasing level of the both time averaged vestibular and the vestibular to vehicle level ratios illness ratings while the time averaged total power dissipation of the arm muscles are decreasing with the increasing level of the both time averaged vestibular and the vestibular to vehicle level ratios illness ratings for the optimal LQR motion cueing algorithm. 

**Figure 5. Vestibular illness rating and EMG power analysis relationships**

**Figure 6. Vestibular to vehicle levels ratio (sensorial conflict) rating and EMG power analysis relationships**
Figure 7 shows the relationships (from the slope of the curves) for the both algorithms of the total scenario with respect to the impulse dynamics effect between the time averaged EMG RMS total power (EMG mean tP) and the maximum IR RMS ((vest-veh) IR_max) as a difference of vestibular to vehicle levels indicating the conflict based on ‘action-reaction’ principle. Because for the whole scenario, the driver’s vestibular organ is dependent to the vehicle and platform levels’ changes in dynamics (Figure 1 and 2). According to this, it has been proved that by driving the same country road; the alertness, in other words the agility level of the drivers (Kaminski, 2011) have increased which let them drive more controllable in the “worst-case situation” (for the LQR optimal motion cueing algorithm compared to the classical motion cueing algorithm) by 47.6% with respect to the vestibular-vehicle level IR differences for the total time exposure of the scenario for the participants. These results clarify that; for the classical motion cueing algorithm, during the worst case situation (high frequent motion which is an impulse effect dynamics), the time averaged total power dissipation of the arm muscles are decreasing with the increasing level of the time averaged vestibular to vehicle level differences of the illness ratings while the time averaged total power dissipation of the arm muscles are increasing with the increasing level of the time averaged vestibular to vehicle level differences of the illness ratings for the optimal LQR motion cueing algorithm.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

It is obvious that if there is a motion, there should be an IR at a certain stage which is a product of accelerations at least one of vehicle-vestibular levels. In this study, we have investigated the vestibular sensed and the vestibular to vehicle ratio (exposure for total scenario) and vestibular-vehicle difference (impulse effect dynamics: high frequent motion) based IRs correlations with the total power spent by the arm muscles.

According to the yielded results of IR in $[m/s^{1.5}]$, the subject ranks his/her illness scores as “0, 1, 2, 3 and greater than 3” given in the following (ISO 2631-1, 1997):

IR = 0: I felt good
IR = 1: I felt a mild illness
IR = 2: felt very bad
IR ≥ 3: I felt absolutely terrible

For all the subjects joined in the experiments, the IRs have been resulted less than 1 (vestibular sensed IRs, Figure 5) which means a comfortable scenario for them, if we only take the illness rating metrics into account.

However, in this article we have offered an extended approach with EMG power analysis. It provides us to conclude up the study more clearly. “Illness rating – EMG mean total power analysis” gives us an idea about the driver’s behaviors as ‘fatigue’ and ‘alertness (agility)’.
Having a closed loop control of the hexapod platform (a LQR optimal motion cueing strategy) has provided a less level of fatigue compared to an open loop control of the hexapod platform (classic motion cueing strategy) with the same filters and gains (Figure 1 and Table 1).

And also, having a closed loop control of the hexapod platform (a LQR optimal motion cueing strategy) has supplied more alertness (agility), that helps the dynamic simulator be driven more controllably, compared to an open loop control of the hexapod platform (a classic motion cueing strategy) with the same filters and gains (Figure 1 and Table 1).

As a conclusion; the LQR optimal motion cueing strategy has optimized the dynamic simulator condition with respect to the classical motion cueing strategy, so that it results as an improved situation for the drivers in terms of the “fatigue” and the “agility (alertness)”.

As prospective work, we would like to evaluate the sickness regarding the perception threshold of the drivers in varied road scenarios, under different controls of the hexapod platform with correlations in inertial, vestibular, neuromuscular cues.
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